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This study aims to examine the validity and reliability of the 
instrument used as a result of learning. Instrument learning outcomes 
of vocational high school student engineering practices consist of 5 
indicators and 20 descriptors, each descriptor there are 5 observation 
items (checklist). Standardization of the items of observation was 
carried out through the Expert Panel and Field Test (empirical test), 
through a Factor Analysis Test sample of 298 vocational students. The 
results found that the inter-panel panel showed consistency with rkk 
value = 0.87 ≥ 0.5. The conclusions obtained through the study are 
according to use as a scale rubric on the results of learning the 
technical practices of vocational students. The results of the empirical 
tests showed that the value of the goodness of the test produced an 
index of 208,823 with a degree of freedom of significance and 0,000. 
The contributions of this study include: (1) providing an alternative 
way to test the quality of student performance assessment instruments 
in learning in Engineering Field Practice; (2) adding a more objective 
form of rubric in assessing students using observation sheets.  

 
Key words: Items observations, validity, and reliability, learning results of practices.  

 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Vocational education includes skills-based education and there are levels of Vocational High 
Schools and a Diploma program. According to Presidential Regulation No. 8 of 2012 
concerning the Indonesian National Qualification Framework, Vocational High Schools are 
prepared to produce graduates with level 1 qualifications and able to work as operators and or 
technicians (President of the Republic of Indonesia, 2012). In order to achieve competence 
with these qualifications, a vocational education institution requires a good curriculum, 
complete learning media, sophisticated practice equipment, and a reliable evaluation system 
(Torrance, 2012). The vocational education evaluation system at the vocational level is 
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carried out through competency skills testing at the end of the education period. In the 
implementation of competency tests, a system and a reliable appraisal tool are needed 
(Wahba, 2010).  
 
Traditionally, vocational educators rely on performance-based assessment strategies to assess 
student mastery of specific job-specific skills (Hodgman, 2014). There are two types of tests 
seen from the material tested on competency tests: vocational theory tests and vocational 
practice exams. A Vocational Theory Test is carried out in the form of written tests that can be 
either objective or subjective tests. Whereas for practice exams conducted in the form of 
skills tests or performance tests (Vleuten & Sluijsmans, 2017), the successful implementation 
of vocational practice exams is determined by instrument quality, the measurement method 
used in the test of vocational practic, and the readiness of the person carrying out the practice 
exam (UNESCO, 2012). Instruments that are widely used for skills tests and performance 
tests are in the form of observation sheets such as a checklist or scale (Learning and Teaching 
Center, 2010)  
 
Important things in the development or use of instruments for measuring learning outcomes 
are that they be valid and reliable instruments and likewise to measure the results of practical 
learning in Vocational Schools. As well as instruments in general, indicators for quality key 
practical learning outcome measurement tools also require validity and reliability. Reliability 
is an estimate of the reliability of instrument stability measurements including internal 
consistency, and inter-related reliability of instrument scores (Kimberlin & Winterstein, 
2008). Validity and reliability are two important factors to consider when developing and 
testing any instrument. Validity refers to the extent to which an instrument accurately 
measures what it wants to measure (Mohajan & Mohajan, 2017)  
 
Testing Validity and reliability of instruments for measuring learning outcomes was achieved 
by testing for the validity and reliability of the Testing Test Instrument in the form of multiple 
choice test options. There are only a few examples of the validity and reliability tests and for 
the checklist observation sheet.  
The background for this research is its’ aim to examine the validity and reliability of the 
instruments of learning outcomes of engineering practices. The research problem was 
formulated as follows: How to test the validity and reliability of the instrument of the results 
of practical learning for junior high school students.  
 
Given the extent of fields in vocational education, it is necessary to limit the fields developed 
and to get the accuracy of the problem the formulation of the problem is described as a more 
detailed sub-problem. In this study, the instruments developed were limited to basic 
engineering practices. The problem formulation is translated into three, namely:  
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1. What is the level of suitability of indicators and descriptors of developed practical skill 
instruments?  

2. How is the validity of the practice skill instrument developed?  
3. How is the reliability of the practice skill instrument developed?  
 
Literature Review 
 
Test Instrument Learning Result of Engineering Practical Teaching  
 
Learning practice or practicum is the process of training student skills in certain fields of 
vocational education. According to (Munawar, Berman, 2014: 308) Practical Learning is an 
educational process that serves to guide students systematically and directed so that they can 
perform a skill. According to Leighbody and Kidd (1966: 21). The process of implementing 
practical teaching includes the opening, presentation, application closure and evaluation. 
Learning outcomes are what students will know and be able to do at the end of the course or 
at the end of the learning program, learning outcomes refer to knowledge of attitude and 
attitude (Shirley Lesch, 2012: 1-2). Learning outcomes of engineering practices include 
students' knowledge of the technical objects practiced, practical work assignment skills given 
by the teacher and the work attitudes shown by students during the practical tasks. In school 
activities, many results of student practices show the results of the teacher's assessment of 
student performance during the engineering practice assignment (Bonney, 2015).  
 
The instrument model commonly used to measure students' practical abilities is the rating 
scale and observation sheet. (Wood, 2010) When the observed behavior is a process and the 
work of a student during a pratic lesson then the observation is a form of the performance 
test. As Leighbody stated, (1968) that the observation process when students practice the 
skills they learn is a form of the performance test. Learning assessment engineering practices 
can be focused on processes and outcomes (Jones, 2005), and form of instruments in the form 
of peformanace skill observation sheets (Milanowski, Prince, & Koppich, 2007).  
 
Validity and Reliability Instrument  
 
Validity is an instrument quality that shows the extent to which an instrument is able to 
measure what should be measured. Very rarely, it was found that the instrument was one 
hundred percent valid, therefore to find out the quality of the instrument required to test the 
validity and reliability. (Nor Hasnida, 2016). The term validity turns out to have a diversity of 
categories. Robert Ebel (1991) divides validity into concurrent validity, construct validity, 
face validity, factorial validity, empirical validity, intrinsic validity, predictive validity, 
content validity, and curricular validity. 
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Relief can be defined as the proportion of test score variance due to true score differences, 
(Cecil R. Reynolds, 2009: 96). There are four estimates commonly used to determine 
instrument reliability, namely (1) inter-related / observer reliability; (2) Test-Retest 
Reliability; (3) Alternate-Forms Reliability; and (4) Internal consistency Reliability. 
Estimating inter-related reliability is a fairly straightforward process. If the scoring of an 
assessment relies on subjective judgment, it is important to evaluate the degree of agreement 
when different individuals score the test, this is referred to as inter reliability, (Cecil R. 2009). 
Test-retest reliability is nothing but a degree that shows the consistency of the results of a test 
from time to time. Test-retest shows the variance score obtained from the implementation of 
an evaluation test conducted twice or more, as a result of measurement errors. Test-retest 
reliability is very important, especially when used to determine the ability test predictor. The 
ability test will not be useful if it shows results that always change significantly when given 
to respondents.  
 
Internal Reliability Consistency is one type of reliability based on constancy in each test item 
(Nurosis 2003). In a Classical test theory, the subject's response to a particular item is the sum 
of the correct score and the error of Internal Reliability-Consistency mainly reflects errors 
related to sampling content. This estimate is based on the relationship between items between 
a test and is derived from a single test set. Internal consistency reliability consists of split 
reliability, Alpha reliability and Kuder Richardson's reliability (Cecil R. 2009). Alpha 
Cronbach can be interpreted in several ways. This is a correlation between scale and all tests 
or other possible scales of a hypothetical (Norusis 2003).  
 
Some important terminology is used to see the quality of the instrument, among others 
correlation coefficient, validity coefficient and. Reliability Coefficient. Correlation 
coefficients are a statistic that indicates the degree of association between any two sets of 
measures obtained from the same group of individuals. The validity coefficient is a 
correlation coefficient that indicates the degree to which we predict predictions or estimates 
performance on some measures measure. Norman E, Gronlund, 1985: 88).  
   
Research Methods 
 
In general, the purpose of testing instrument validity and reliability is to determine a quality 
measuring instrument that is reliable. The scale used in this instrument is a branch scale with 
the optional option 1 s.d. 5. Options are given based on the number of descriptors or 
statement items that appear at the time of observation. When 1 descriptor appears, it means 
option 1, so if 5 descriptors appear, the choice is on obsi 5. Casting is done by marking 
(checklist) the descriptor of each indicator of the instrument item than in the number. The 
highest value for each indicator of the test item amounting to 5 and the lowest value 1. For 
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indicators that are not filled due to the nature or characteristics of practice that does not use 
the indicator is given a score or score of 0.  
 
Testing instrument validity is carried out in two stages, the first stage is through the panel. 
The second stage has empirically tested the validity and reliability of the instruments that 
have been developed. Validation process first tested theoretical construct suitability. The 
points assessed by the panellists are: (1) Suitability of dimensions with indicators developed 
and (2) suitability of statement of items with indicators. The steps to test the validity and 
reliability are as follows.  
 
Dimension Suitability Test and Indicator  
 
Panellists assess suitability every indicator use a scale of 1 to 9. The level of validity of each 
indicator (item) is determined based on the Median value obtained from the ten panellists. 
The criteria used to make decisions based on the level of validity of indicators can be seen in 
Table 1 below.  
 
Table 1: Indicator Assessment Criteria (item) 
Score Assessment 
1 s.d.3 
4 s.d. 6 
7 s.d 9 

Replaced  
Repaired 
Valid 
 

 
Test to determine the inter-related reliability (rater) used Ebel’s formula as found in Guilford 
(1954: 135-196). Results of calculation of reliability level were used to determine the level of 
agreement of the ten panellists. Acceptance level limit is rkk ≥ 0.50.  
 
Suitability Test Descriptor (checklist item) With Indicator  
 
Assessment of item statements using a scale of 1 to 5. Test the validity of the descriptor each 
indicator is performed using the Median value from the assessment of the ten assessors. 
Interpretation of the median value is done by referring to the assessment criteria for the stated 
test item statement, namely: aborted if the median score is ten assessors 1, corrected language 
if the Median score of the ten assessors is 2 s.d 3 and is immediately used (valid) if the 
median score of the ten assessors is 4 s.d. 5.  
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Test with Factor Analysis  
 
The next empirical construct validity test is performed by factor analysis. Through factor 
analysis, it is expected to find dimensions, indicators, and solid points that form the construct 
of the variables being tested. In addition, through this factor analysis is expected to be found 
a set of new variables that are fewer in number than the previous variables. According 
Supranto (2004: 114-115) factor analysis aims to: (1) recognize or identify the underlying 
dimensions or factors that explain the correlation between indicators, (2) recognize or 
identify a new set of less correlated indicators to replace a correlated set of original variables, 
(3) recognize or identify an important set of indicators from a larger number of indicators.  
 
Factor analysis is also used to test whether the tested variables indicate that among these 
indicator indicators are fellowship factor. According to Gable (1986: 39), the number of 
samples or respondents for factor analysis ranges between 6 to 10 times the number of items 
tested. This instrument has 20 indicators, this means a minimum sample size of 100 people. 
The number of samples in this study was 220 people students.  
 
The calculation of statistics needed to analyze data is done with the help of the SPSS 
program. The approach used in this factor analysis is the Principal Component Analysis 
(CPA) method. As a test, it is also tested by using the Extraction method: Maximum 
Likelihood obtained the following results: The number of factors is determined by the 
extraction method and orthogonal/varimax rotation method.  
 
The factor that can be used as an indicator has an eigenvalue greater than or equal to 1.0. 
Tests for analysis requirements were conducted with Kaiser Mayer Olkin regarding the 
Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO-MSA). According to Supranto KMO-MSA measures 
the adequacy of sampling (sampling adequacy), which is the index that compares the 
magnitude Correlation coefficient is observed with the magnitude of the partial correlation 
coefficient. The small KMO MSA value indicates that the correlation between pairs of 
variables cannot be explained by other variables and the factor analysis is not appropriate. 
The KMO size is determined based on the opinion of Kaiser (974) in Neurosis (2003: 400) 
which states that KMO MSA ≥ 0.90 is very good; 0, 90  > MSA ≥ 0.80 good; 0.8  > MSA ≥ 
0.7 medium; 0.7  > MSA ≥ 0.5 enough; 0.50  > MSA is bad or unacceptable. So, the level of 
acceptance used in this study is the Measure of Sampling adequacy (MSA) 0,5 0.50.  
 
Testing metrics that are formed, whether a unit metrics or identity metrics as defined by 
Barlett’s Test of sphericity (X2) was to test whether the matrix formed is a unit matrix or 
identity matrix. Hypothesis Ho: p = Ivxv versus H1: p ≠ Ivxv with formula X2 = {1/6 (2v + 5) 
- (n-1)} Ln [Mvv]. Where v = number of variables or items, n = number of samples and 
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[Mvv] is reflected in the correlation matrix with degrees of freedom dk = ½ v (v-1) 
(Suryanto1988).  
 
Factor analysis carried out with the Principal Analysis Component (PCA) as an exploratory 
approach was extracted from the correlation matrix. the criteria used to analyze it are as 
follows: (1) Communities as the main variant, (2) eigenvalues value with the characteristic 
equation | Mvv-ƛI | = 0; with ƛ  > 1 factor in according to Kaiser's rules - Guttman, (3) 
validity level seen from the size of the factor on each factor and Communality, the following: 
0.7 special, 0.63 very good, 0.55 good, 0.45 enough and 0.32 moderate (Kaisar1974 in 
Norusis 2003). The acceptance limit used to test item validity is 0.32.  
 
Research Results 
 
All panellists agreed that dimensions and indicators and the variables are appropriate and the 
instrument is ready to be tested for further constructs (empirically). Of the 20 indicators, each 
indicator developed 5 statement items so the number of statements totalled 100 items. The 
Rater Test results between assessors are intended with the following anava calculation results 
as depicted in Table 2 below:  
 
Table 2: Results of Anava 
 ANAVA   
Sum.  Var. JK db Varian (F) 
Item 43,03 19 2,26 
Expert 2,58 9  
Rest 50,27 171 0,29 
Total 95,88   

 
Vb    -  Ve       2,26 - 0,29 
rkk   ═  −−−−−−−− = −−−−−−−−  = 0,87 
Vb                2,26 
 
Rater value (inter-rater reliability) is 0.87 so it can be concluded that overall the panellists 
stated that the statement of the items for the indicators was appropriate. 
  
Test Results  
 
Factor Analysis Approaches used in this factor analysis is the Principal Component Analysis 
(CPA) method obtained by the KMO MSA value of the results of practical training at 0.839 
so that it is in a good category (0, 90  > MSA ≥ 0.80). This value is greater than 0.50 means 
factor analysis is appropriate for analyzing data in the form of correlation metrics. Besides 
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that Bartlett's value Test of Sphericity X2 = 1856,929, on the degree of freedom (df) = 190 
with a significance level of (p) 0,000 < 0,05, then the hypothesis that variables are not 
correlated with each other (that population correlation metrics are identity metrics with a 
value of 1 on the diagonal and zero outside the diagonal) is rejected, and means that these 
variables are indeed correlated, so that factor analysis can be continued.  
 
Table 3: KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy .839 
Bartlett's Test of 

Sphericity 
Approx. Chi-Square 1856.929 

Df 190 
Sig. .000 

 
Extraction using PCA has communality prices for four enough factor, i.e. the lowest is 0.461 
contained in item x.2.5 and the highest variant of 0.823 in item x.5.3.  

 
Table 4: Distribution of Grains before Rotating 

Factor Item Distribution Name of  Factor 
Factor 1 x1.1, x1.2, x1.3, x1.4 work procedures  
Factor 2 x2.1, x2.2, x2.3, x2.4, x2.5 skills 
Factor 3 x3.1, x3.2, x3.3, x3.4, x3.5. attitudes 
Factor 4 x4.1, x4.2,x4.3 knowledge  
Factor 5 x5.1,x5.2,x5.3 product quality 

 
In the confirmatory approach carried out through computation with the maximum probability 
method (ML = Maximum Likelihood) to test whether the estimated 5 factors that have been 
revealed are normally distributed. Total variance explained, from 20 items included in the 
factor analysis and obtained the characteristic root value (eigenvalues) above 1 (≥ 1) as many 
as 5 factors, the same as those estimated. Shifting factors that occur as follows.  
 
Table 5: Distribution of items after rotated 

Factor Item Distribution Name of  Factor 

Factor 1 x4.2,  x4.3, x5.1, x5.3  product quality, 
 

Factor  2 
x.1.3, x2.4, x3.2,  
x3.3, x3.4,  x3.5 
 

work procedures 
  

Factor 3 x1.1, x1.2, x1.4, x2.5, x3.1  attitudes 
Factor 4 x2.1, x2.2   skills 
Factor 5 x4.1, x2.3 knowledge   
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In this case to test the suitability of the goodness of fit test produces an index of 208,823 with 
100 degrees of freedom and 0,000 significance. The results of the scree plot diagram are 
shown in Figure 1 below. 
  
Figure 1. Scree Plot 

 
 
Instrument Reliability Calculations  
 
Reliability analysis is performed on each factor for each instrument. Reliability is calculated 
with Alpha (α) from Cronbach. The overall reliability of learning planning instrument factors 
is 0.782 while for each factor the following reliability levels are obtained (Table 6). Table 6 
below shows that all factors have a high reliability (α) coefficient so that it can be concluded 
that the instrument has been reliable.  
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Table 6: Reliability Calculation Results  
Factor Name Factor Coef. 

Reliability 
(α) 

Total 
(α) 

Factor 1 Product quality  0,808 0,782 
Factor  2 Work procedures  0,736  
Factor  3 Work attitudes 0,737  
Factor  4 skill 0,708  
Factor  5 knowledge  -0,320  

For these results, the items in factor 5 namely x2.3 and x5.2 are declared unreliable.  
 

Discussion  
 
After two stages of testing the validity of the instrument, we got a picture of quality the 
instrument being tested. The first trial through the panel of experts ((Expert Judgment) 
resulted in a grid of questions that had a match between indicators and descriptors. The Rater 
Test results rkk = 0.878 pointed out that the ten panellists had strong consequences. The study 
was conducted by (Ahmad, Mukharil, Informatika, Teknik, & Indonesia, 2016) the inter-
related reliability coefficient (Kappa) is 0.605., The Kappa coefficient can be interpreted in 
the good category because the Kappa κ > 0.60 coefficients and conclude that there is an 
expert agreement, and can be said to be valid and reliable. Testing by using the Inter-rater 
Reliability Coefficient by (Ahmad et al., 2016) with the results of average measure 0.824 
concluded that the overall instrument has high stability. Validity test through the panel can be 
continued because the items are developed from the indicators that are, where each indicator 
is made into 5-scale assessment points, criteria are needed to fill it. Each indicator has 5 
descriptors that are used as statement items or items as criteria. Statements of items that have 
been declared valid according to the Panellists (the expert) are used as checklist items, using 
descriptive writing.  
 
The results of the instrument testing were empirical through the Principal Component 
Analysis (CPA) method obtained by the KMO MSA value of the results of practical training 
at 0.839. According to (Kayisoglu, 2015). Leech et al. (2005); Sencan (2005) and Tavsancil 
(2001) state that the KMO criticism value is 0.50, and factor analysis cannot be done below 
this value. Compared to the critical value, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value obtained was 0.839 
so that it was in a good category (0, 90 > MSA ≥ 0.80). These values indicate that data 
obtained from convenient pre-implementation for factor analysis. And the sample quantity is 
sufficient for factor analysis.  
 
The results of the instrument testing were empirical through Factor analysis which shows that 
each item has a significant charge factor so that there are no factors that fall. There are two 
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items which have a large enough charge on two or more factors. For items such as this, 
improvements are made to the item statement and not aborted.  
 
Rotation results show no change in a number of factors, but there is a shift in grouping items 
so that a new naming is needed for the factors formed. Naming is given based on clustered 
items. For example Factor 1 is given a new name “the results of the practice” because 
clustered items include: (1) understanding concepts that are relevant to practical material, (2) 
understanding the benefits of practice objects, (3) the appearance of practical results, and (4) 
the strength and durability of the results of the practice. Items (1) and (2) are the results of the 
practice in the form of knowledge while items (3) and (4) are the results of the practice or 
practical products in the form of objects, with the right name for the new factor are “results of 
practice”. In the same way, the name of another new actor is given.  
 
The instrument reliability calculation is done by calculating the Alpha coefficient indicating 
that each factor formed has a value greater than 0.5 (α  > 0.5), except for factor 5 where the 
reliability value (α = - 0.320). Thus a factor of 1 to 4 is feasible to use while factor 5 is 
aborted or repaired first if it will be used. Factor 5 is formed from two items, namely: (1) the 
skills of students choosing and using practical materials, and (2) functioning whether or not 
the results are practiced, have α ≤ 0.5 (means unreliable). It is recommended not to be aborted 
because overall the instruments are developed reliable with α = 0,782 ≥ 0.5.  

 
Conclusion  
 
Based on the results of research and discussion about practical learning outcomes assessment 
instruments can be summarized as follows:  
1. The test results through a panel of experts (expert judgment), states that there is a match 

between variables with dimensions, dimensions with indicators, and indicators with 
descriptors (statement of items).  

2. Based on Factor analysis shows that the results of the development have a contract the 
valid to measure performance students Practice in Engineering because of (1). All 
variables have KMO MSA ≥ values; 0.50 so it's right factor analysis, (2). All items have 
a factor charge above 0.32 so that there are no items that fall; (3). Varimax rotation 
results show a reduction in the number of factors  

3. Reliability Instruments have index α ≥ 0.50, the instrument is the same general factor and 
is a reliable instrument.  

4. Validity and reliability test proves that indicators and descriptors have strong correlations 
or constructs, so descriptor can be an item in the checklist item.  
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The standardization of the instrument needs to be effected by continuously refining the 
statement of the item in accordance with the existing developments and this must be 
continued by testing the validity and reliability of the instrument. 
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